
"The Secret of Translators' Stone" episode 5

#WHODUNNIT

Bridget pushed open the door to the professor's living quarters. Caught red handed, he broke off the conversation immediately, 
but didn't manage to hide the phone. "So some phones work after all?" Anna said sarcastically. "How exactly do you plan to make 
us go on a trip tomorrow?" Bridget folded her arms and gave the archaeologist a defiant look, "And to whom are you talking to at 
this hour of the night?" She said. The dejected archeologist pointed to the phone and said, "There are people who must be listened 
to. They showed what they are capable of when they destroyed most of our electronics and ransacked our camp. Then we got 
these security guards from the local authorities, we surrounded ourselves with the fence, but... but they still don’t care. They are 
above all rules, they don't respect official authorities and they laugh in their face. They are threatening my family if I don't coopera-
te. They left me this phone and they require daily reports. They know everything about me, I don't know how to get out of this…” 
His voice broke.

"Certainly not at our expense!" Anna became irritated, saying, “The police, army or other services are involved in arranging such 
things. How dare you use us for your purposes! Bridget, gather your things, we won't stay here any longer." The women slammed 
the door and left the archaeologist with his problems. Despite the late hour, they found a bus that took them back to Baghdad. 
They spent a quiet night at a hostel.

Over her morning coffee, Anna wondered. "This stone is really a big deal." She said, “Look, priestesses, archaeologists and those 
people who blackmailed the professor are all looking for it. Since none of them has the stone and they can't find it, maybe some-
one else is involved? Only who could fight for a stone?" Bridget considered what her friend had said. "Annie, do you remember 
that statue from the underground temple? It was a fight scene, maybe that's some clue?” Anna reached for a napkin and sketched 
from memory the bulging, feather-framed eyes of the great reptile. These feathers… there are no such snakes. Maybe it's some 
kind of dinosaur? The teachers found an open internet cafe and typed "feathered serpent" into computer search engine. "Que ... 
... tzal coatl! You can twist your tongue while trying to pronounce this! 

Bridget read the first search result. Anna clicked on the link to the online encyclopedia. "Quetzalcoatl is literally ‘a snake made of 
precious feathers’" she read," But it is also an allegorical name for the wisest among men." “Quetzalcoatl was considered a co-cre-
ator of the world and people. He was the patron of knowledge and science associated with the planet Venus." "Like Ishtar!" Anna 
said. “Only this serpent is not a patron of war like our goddess. Could he be defending himself against her? Translation and langu-
age skills are a peaceful field of knowledge... perhaps Ishtar took the stone from him by force and kept it as a trophy of war?" The 
teacher speculated. "And now his followers have just taken back something that was theirs from the beginning!" Bridget replied. 
"Since the cult of Ishtar has survived in hiding for so many thousands of years, I would not be surprised if there were a group of 
serpent worshipers somewhere..." "Exactly! But where can they be?" Anna thought. Bridget scrolled through the search results. 
"Recent reports of this religion's activity point to sixteenth-century Mexico and the vicinity of the Cholula pyramid."

The teachers looked at each other knowingly. "The Pyramids in Mexico? It beats any holiday in Egypt! We must find this precious 
stone before the holidays are over!" They decided spontaneously. It turned out that they could only reach Mexico with a change 
in London or Vienna. Regardless of the connection, they would have to spend several days in either of the cities, waiting for a flight 
to South America. They thought of this as a nice bonus, and a surprise - a small "city break", which has not hurt anyone yet! Only, 
which city to choose?

Option A

A: Choose Vienna - go to episode 6A
B: Choose London - go to episode 6B

What now?
Choose the next steps for Anna!
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